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Global Economic Outlook - We remain of the view that the US economy shall remain the outperformer 
in the growth sweepstakes among the major developed economies and shall remain the preferred target for 
capital flows out of the emerging markets. US growth prospects, while not stellar, rest on an expansion of 
domestic demand and hinge less on a rapid acceleration of export led growth. This is in sharp contrast to 
the Eurozone which continues to labor under the constraints of a fixed exchange rate forcing 
competitiveness via “internal devaluation” – gold standard economics - focused on wage reductions. We 
shall return to this topic later, together with a comment on the threat of deflation in the Eurozone.  
 
As per our February newsletter, we have seen a resurgence of political risk, which appears to have caught 
many participants off guard. While crises have been brewing in Turkey, Thailand and Venezuela for some 
time, a radically new element has been introduced – concerns as to the possibility of armed conflict on the 
borders of the European Union. The crisis in the Ukraine, regardless of the outcome is a game changer. 
Post 1945 European economic growth was posited on the remote likelihood of conflict in Europe – this 
“founding myth” looks like it might be exploded. We shall look further in the report at the possible 
implications.  
 
As concerns, the emerging markets, they breathed a temporary sigh of relief as attention shifted from the 
risks of flawed economic models to political risk with a short fuse. However, this grace period is over and 
in the risk sell off driven by the Ukrainian crisis they are once again getting hammered. Our caution on 
the emerging markets is additionally dictated by our stance as investors and not traders. Looking longer 
term, despite the impassioned pleas of some emerging markets representatives for a coordinated monetary 
policy, this is at odds with the mission of central bankers, which is focused first and foremost on their own 
domestic economies. An interventionist foreign policy must not be confused with central banks sharing a 
similar passion for foreign adventures! Emerging markets must cease laying the blame for capital flight – a 
chronic phenomenon in these economies - at the door of investors justifiably seeking more commensurate 
risk adjusted returns.  
 
Investment Strategy - Our non-end of world baseline starting point remains the continued reduction in 
monetary stimulus in the US – with Japan remaining the sole major developed economy still practicing 
quantitative easing at full throttle. We remain of the view that this shall increasingly force investors to be 
increasingly selective. We can no longer count on a rising tide and, should there be one, we cannot count 
on it lifting all boats. The era when equity investment was akin to a "protest vote" against miserable bond 
yields is now over.  
 
Equities - We are maintaining our equity asset allocation recommendation at 40 %. This rests on two 
foundations: We see the surge in political risk as a temporary factor which shall be with us permanently. 
In addition, the Federal Reserve's gradual exit from asset purchases shall lead to an increase in risk free 
rates, re-focusing the stock market on stock and sector selection. It shall be easier to be wrong! 
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Chinese bond default 
signals the risk that 
Chinese commodity 
buyers shall not be 
rescued - as the 
market has come to 
believe - by the 
government. 
 
 
We remain of the 
view that employment 
remains primarily a 
political concern and 
that the correlation 
between lower 
unemployment and 
GDP expansion has 
weakened.  
 
 
With growth for 2014 
forecast at 1.2 % and 
Germany leading the 
charge, with a modest 
performance from the 
back of the class, the 
bar has been set very 
low! 

 
 

 
 

 
We are cautious as to companies with substantial exposures to the emerging markets but shall be 
ready to seize opportunities should the discount to the market become excessive. However, we 
prefer to play an eventual emerging markets turnaround directly via "pure play" emerging 
market firms and reaping the full potential. 
 
Fixed Income - We are keeping our allocation at 45 %. We see two factors at work in the fixed 
income market. The first is the exit of the Federal Reserve, which has been a steady buyer of US 
risk free assets. This has shifted the floor for bond yields higher. The second is safe haven buying 
on geo-political risk – introducing greater volatility.  
 
With a longer term optic in mind, we are staying at the short end of the curve in anticipation of 
a rise in rates. On the corporate side we continue to favor financially strong companies, as it is 
practically impossible to guess when the "tipping" point shall arrive for the high yield market.    
 
Commodities - At risk of sounding monotonous, we remain underweight on this asset class, 
with our stance based on both a risk of a sharp fall in demand and increasing supply coming on 
stream. Commodities appear to offer a skewed risk return ratio, a lot of volatility and no cash 
flow. However, should we see a very sharp move down in non- agricultural commodities, 
excluding oil - of 10 % or more, this might create an attractive opportunity to start averaging in.  
 
With regard to demand, the first Chinese bond default signals the risk that Chinese commodity 
buyers shall not be rescued - as the market has come to believe - by the government. We saw the 
impact this has had on the copper price, which has tumbled sharply. Those who saw the Chinese 
government as a lender of last resort to troubled companies have been brutally disabused of this 
belief!  
 
Cash - We are keeping our cash allocation at 15 %, with the objective of redeploying cash 
gradually as opportunities arise across a broad spectrum of asset classes – fixed income, equities 
or should we deem the selling overdone, in commodity ETF.  
 
Euro Zone assets - Notwithstanding the improved sentiment surrounding the Euro Zone, our 
stance with regard to Euro Zone assets, both fixed income and equity, remains unvaried. Due to 
the scarce availability of bank financing and the still fragile recovery, we are focused on large and 
globally diversified companies, with a very strong cash flow from operations and low debt.  
 
Global diversification shall also afford these companies a buffer from limited pricing power in 
the developed markets and a low debt gearing shall provide a buffer against an increase in the 
real value of debt, should disinflation worsen and / or deflation take hold on a Euro Zone wide 
basis. Recent Euro strength – which we surmise may be driven by increased allocation of 
sovereign FX reserves to the Euro Zone, now that systemic risk is deemed lower – shall by 
lowering the cost of imports, worsen the deflation risk by adding external deflationary pressures 
to pressures from income reductions.  
 
US gradually steaming ahead - Turning to specific economies, US economic data appears to 
indicate a continuing moderate recovery – with growth being propelled by a gradual end of de-
leveraging by US consumers, the wealth effect from primarily housing and secondarily equities 
and a continued increase in bank lending. US growth rests on an increase in domestic demand 
and is less susceptible to the vagaries of external shocks.  
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Our	  Portfolio	  
Allocation:	  

Equity:	  

40%	  

Fixed	  Income*:	  

45%	  

Cash:	  

15%	  

*	  Short	  Durations,	  ladders	  and	  floating	  
rates.	  We	  are	  avoiding	  EM	  and	  high	  
yield,	  with	  a	  few	  exceptions	  

Within our equity asset allocation, we remain focused on the developed 
economies, which barring a major geo-political disruption, we see as 
making, albeit via different routes, steady progress.  
 
We are maintaining our focus on financially strong companies. Still 
constrained pricing power is forcing companies to minimize both operating 
and financing expenses. A strong cash flow from operations and low debt 
provide the best buffer against financial turbulence.  
 
 



While February employment data are above expectations, the motor of the recovery has been manufacturing – which has massively 
shifted from labor to capital in the last 20 years. Those rehired and new entrants to the labor force are often forced to accept lower 
skilled jobs, non - accretive to demand. We remain of the view that employment remains primarily a political concern and that the 
correlation between lower unemployment and GDP expansion has weakened. 
 
Eurozone inching forward - Crossing the Atlantic to the Euro Zone, we are seeing a gradual stabilization of the recovery. In this 
context, the peripheral economies are continuing to inch forward, with increases in industrial production, albeit following a massive 
contraction, signaling that the very worst may be behind them. We remain cautious on the outlook given the continued constraints on 
bank lending, which we expect shall be negatively impacted by the ECB review this year with regard to bank capital adequacy, and the 
continued weakness in internal demand – in Spain per capita income is estimated at 10 % below the pre-crisis peak. The peripheral 
Euro Zone countries have set themselves a herculean task, growing the economy on a shrinking middle class and falling per capita 
incomes.   
 
The Euro Zone outlook is complicated further by the risk of lower inflation - deflation. We are surprised that some may see deflation as 
positive, with lower prices boosting exports. This is a bizarre variant of the "beggar thy neighbor" strategy of the interwar era, of 
competitive devaluations. We saw how this ended!  
 
While this may be a temporary panacea, the increase in the real value of personal, corporate and government debt can cause havoc. 
Loan losses for banks shall increase as companies struggle to repay a constant debt with falling revenues and sovereign debt to GDP 
ratios shall worsen. So, we may well ask? What of monetary policy? With regard to the ECB’s decision to leave rates unchanged, we see 
this as a tacit admission of the obstacles to further gains from monetary policy – you cannot force the banks to lend – and recognition 
that the peripheral countries still have massive structural adjustments to make. With growth for 2014 forecast at 1.2 % and Germany 
leading the charge, with a modest performance from the back of the class, the bar has been set very low! 
 
In this regard, we believe that the Renzi government in Italy shall face considerable difficulties in putting through major reforms. The 
labor reform, which is essential to ending the "insider - outsider" segmentation in the labor market shall be fought tooth and nail by the 
trade unions and by the left. Renzi is not Schroeder in Germany in the late 1990's!   
 
As concerns Eurozone inflation, by 2016 Draghi estimates that by 2016 we should be near the 2 % target. This assumes a strong 
recovery in purchasing power in the countries in or close to deflation – in Spain average real incomes are 10 % below their pre-crisis 
peak, the property market has not finished its correction and there is no easy solution to the unemployment problem.  
Draghi insists that most of the disinflation has been imported, for example, lower energy prices. So what?  Lower energy prices should 
boost economic activity. There is not the faintest indication that they are doing so. Secondly, we have had falling energy prices before 
and we have not skirted deflation. Euro Zone growth problems are structural and not shall not be solved by a, however mild, cyclical 
upswing.  
 
Emerging Markets - As concerns the emerging markets, we many remain focused on hopes that either the US shall relent in its tapering 
and / or that a cyclical upswing shall lift all boats. We do not share this enthusiasm and see scant effort at economic reform in the major 
emerging economies.  
 
With regard to China, we see the attainment of the 7 1/2 % growth target as both uncertain and misleading. It is uncertain because it is 
largely contingent on government spending - with a difficult to assess multiplier - and misleading because we consider far more 
important  the government’s longer term aim to shift a larger share of GDP to domestic consumption. The collapse of exports lends 
further credibility to the view that all good things come to an end and speaks volumes about the strength of the consumer in the 
developed economies. 
 
Political Risk - As we mentioned in our introductory overview, political risk, which some considered a relic of the past, has roared back 
with a vengeance! Political risk, up to now seen largely in terms of negative electoral results or nationalization, has now appeared in 
Europe, for the first time since the Berlin crisis, in military terms. There is more than a tail risk chance of the Ukrainian situation 
degenerating into a shooting conflict.  
 
We are reading reports of massing of Russian troops on the Ukrainian borders and are on tenterhooks as the last meeting between the 
US and Russian foreign ministers has not resulted in an agreement to reverse or slow the grim dynamic which might be set in motion 
with the March 16th referendum in Crimea. To use British understatement, this might create some unpleasantness.  
 
We are of the opinion that the Ukrainian situation shall drag on for some time. The Western powers, with their threat of gradually 
stricter measures and sanctions, are speaking economics. Russia is speaking history! Russia is not willing to sacrifice a revenue flow for 
abandoning what it considers to be, regardless of its form of political organization, its long-term interests. McDonalds is not part of the 
US long-term geo-political strategy, for Russia unencumbered access to the Black Sea is!  
 
 
 
 
 



We see the Ukrainian crisis as freezing progress on other fronts. This shall be primarily in the Middle East, with Russia increasing its 
aid to the Assad regime. This shall reduce the pressure on Assad to make any substantive concessions. The Iranian negotiations shall 
also be impacted, with the major powers presenting an increasingly divided front. The long and the short of it is that Putin has 
transposed the Soviet Union's Brezhnev doctrine, right to interfere if communist bloc cohesion threatened, to the post-communist era. 
While this doctrine rested previously on the defense of socialist unity, its justification is now the defense of Russian minorities. There is 
no way of knowing where this shall end.  
 
Going forward, we believe that the EU, which thinks cash, shall not be united in its endeavor to enact draconian sanctions against 
Russia. Tension shall not abate, with the risk of repeated Ukraine crises, as there were Berlin crises during the cold war.  
This increased uncertainty, together with the corollary effect of lesser chance of the Middle East turmoil abating, shall place a floor on 
oil prices and may slow growth outside of the US. We might add that with supply disruptions continuing in Libya, Iraq on the brink 
and a touch and go situation in Venezuela, a collapse in crude oil prices is, in the short term, unlikely.   
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  


